
I am in looking at an apartment we are thinking of buying. The landowner is actually inside and she shows me that there is actually a fireplace that looks like a screen. Another old woman is also there and she explains how the ashes can be collected in a metal drawer after they get cold.

I am driving my car slowly on a country road when I see a small car coming really fast behind us. It actually passes us and stops in the middle of the road. My supervisor comes out of it and gets in our car. He just wants us to take a urine exam and gives a test tube but it is already filled.

I am on a boat waiting for a guy to undo a knot. We are actually pushed in the middle of a lake where there are big wave. As I realize that we don't even have a sail to go back an old wooden boat passes us. We are actually pushed back to the coast but the guy doesn't like to step on the wild.

I am laying on a field with my kid and tell him to stop drinking coffee. He asks me why and I explain him that it might affect his nervous system. He then asks me what that is and I list him all the different senses in our body and tell him how they connect together in that system.

I am working on a granite stone that is already smooth but it is green on the top. I then pick a smaller stone and start scratching the green away. It works but there is also allot of green on one side that has already been carved. I try to scratch that and it actually makes a nice pattern.

I am at the bottom of a ski slope and look at the national teams lining up. There is a young boy and a girl representing our state but then an older woman comes. The boy wonders what winter sport she does and she shows him a cube with different colors but she cannot reassemble them right.

A man is escaping from an agent but ends up in a corridor with a dead end. He then climbs up and finds a suspended container where another woman is already hiding. They keep together and the agent can't find them but then an helicopter comes from above and they have no where to hide.

I get back to a music festival that they have filled the stadium with expensive yellow cars. My Japanese assistant is already seating on one and tells me that he has a new software for me. I don't want it and get a ball flying my way. It is from a performer who immediately blocks me to get it back.

I am walking with my cousin out of the city. I actually want to take him up to a sanctuary but he has already been there several times. As we go to the funicular he tells me of the time a little kid kicked his friend in the balls. I am not really paying attention and forget to laugh.

A fat man is in the forest and gets attacked by a tiger. The latter starts sucking blood from his neck and then from his belly. The man manages to push it away and walks back to his job. He knocks on the window of his office and his assistant goes out to help him giving him a glass of water. 

I am walking with some student to an art course and decide to drop it. I anyway attend the lecture and go through the book with abstract paintings. The teacher is right wing and the students start singing a left wing song of an old politician who was stubbed to death. She was my old teacher.

I take my sister on a peak out of the forest. I want to show her the white mountains but there is a big city below and they are too far. We then run down the opposite way and I feel like I am very strong. I run really fast but my sister catches up and I don't have anything to measure my speed.

I am walking with my family around a lake but the sidewalk is underwater and I stop them. My son gets going anyway and I reproach him. We then go back and take the first exit out. There is another sidewalk along a park and we seat on a bench among many people from different countries.

I get in my parents' kitchen that my stepsister's boyfriend is preparing for her birthday. He offers me a banana chocolate but then he realizes that he doesn't have enough of them. I then offer him to get them in the bar where a guy sells them. He also bought there some small pig tongues to eat.

I am driving with my wife up on a long hill. There is allot of fog below but we can see that the city never ends. We reach the top and come to a very nice spring with the ice melting. There is no longer the ugly scene of the city below and it could be nice to live there but we are now too far.

A man see that there is something inside his trunk and opens it. A bull comes out and runs in the swimming pool where his wife is bathing. She gets really scared and runs backward transforming into a minotaur. The bull has transformed into two men and she takes them back into the trunk.

I am writing an e-mail to my best friend and remove a Latin proverb. I actually notice that he has sent me some pictures and I look at them. I can see him having dinner with his companion's parents while holding his little daughter. He doesn't pay attention to them but only plays with her. 

I am at a station in England and decide with my Polish friend to take a bus across Ireland. It is a very long journey but we soon make it to a village by the ocean. I am actually with my son and decide to take a boat oversea but it is already too dark to embark.

I am in class teaching to my new students and get them to stand up. I then show them a yoga position holding the hands behind the back. Only few can make it and I tell them of the time I was learning martial arts in a Chinese park. They want to see it and I make space to start a sequence.

I am in a cottage giving a presentation of my work to my friends. I wish to show them my archive but my wife is there. I then only show them my website and start digitizing the address but there is no way to enter it. An old classmate has a remote control and I tell him to just give it to me.

I am in a hostel working with my laptop in the corridor in front of my room. It is actually a dormitory and some new people arrive. There are two guys and a beautiful blond girl who enters the room and starts being silly. She actually chooses the bed right next to mine.

I am with some friends in a German city and get our bags to go to the airport. I have too many and my jacket gets wet as I try to prepare. I then take the bus but as I get to the check in they tell me that the flight has been canceled. My friends also arrive and find that we will be compensated.

I am working for my old Italian boss and decide to show him my blue little car I just bought. I then go to get it and drive it back to the office. As I try to look for some music to play he comes towards me. He is not impressed about the car and only hands me a new assignment.

I get an email from a Swedish artist saying that she is interested about exhibiting in our garden. She leaves her number to call her but we are just going to have my son's birthday party there. As I go look for the phone in the bedroom I find my wife crying and I realize that she is jealous.

I am standing in a metro in Norway and find a girl staring at me. I then seat down but two other girls comes to tease me. I lift my hand with the wedding ring and tell them that I am a teacher but we reach the last stop. It is by the ocean and I see that the islands in front have small mountains.

A giant wave is crashing on a tropical island but stops in front of a belfry. In the island the traffic moves on as usual even though there is a small tornado going around the cars. It actually picks up a man biking but immediately puts him down in the same position as nothing has happened.

I am in a field preparing a big garden to cultivate. There are actually too many immigrants around and their kids step on it. As I try to remove the weed without getting angry an old friend who died of a brain tumor comes greeting me. He is taking a year time off and dating a girl in the south.

I am in my parents old basement at night watching TV. There is actually a program that shows an older program with naked girls. I don't want to get excited and change channel to a movie inside a pub but then an actress inflate her chest and her big boobs almost comes out of her tight shirt.

I get in a classroom with a group of applicants. A professors goes through a book and tells us if we were accepted or not. Everybody leaves that they haven't even mentioned my name. I then shout all the prestigious universities where I have been and another professor gives me his contact.

I am with a Turkish curator showing her my catalogue. She already knows about my work but I look for a photograph of an old exhibition. I actually find it but realize that the photographs that I was presenting have too thick white borders and the arrangement doesn't make any sense.

I am on a beach when two German girls comes asking me if I can help them find their inflatable mattress. I decide to help and carry them in my backpack while looking for it along the coast. I actually meet a Syrian curator and he finds it under water. I show the girls and they thank me.

I am at a college when some girls start asking me how tall I am. I then put my cap up and they laugh. We then move in an auditorium but I get to seat close to a colleague. She gets close to me and asks what I use to prevent pregnancy. I then write a Latin word and she asks around what it is.

I am walking on a beach with my Polish friend and cross a small forest. We then get to the beach again but there is a security check. The guards cannot understand how we could get there and make a phone call to verify our identity. We could wait a long time but they get an answer right away.

I am with my family on vacation in a Caribbean island and get out of our hotel. We start walking on the road but there is allot of trafic and I remember a shortcut through the forest I took with a friend recently. I then guide my family there but it also dirty and I can barely see where the path is.

I am going to a university with my sister and a friend but can't find the reception. I go my way and find it but loose them. The secretary gives me two old pedagogy journals that my professor has prescribed for me. I then go out again and shout for my sister but some youngsters make fun of me.

I am in a living room with my supervisor and show him my thesis. It was print on a little book and I give it to him as a present thinking that I have some more. The rest are actually thesis from other students and they are much better written while my supervisor finds allot of mistakes in mine.

I am using a public computer with my colleague's wife telling about her research group. We then walk out together and end up in my stepfather's garage. He shows up with a cowboy hat and I park his expensive convertible. I then walk down a road with him to a market where we buy pastries.

I am in an apartment with my family and a Norwegian friend. He actually brought some fruit cake and I go to the kitchen to wash the dishes. I suddenly remember that we also had a cream cake in the fridge and we had invited him to eat it up. It might get bad but we are too full to eat it.

I am at my aunt's place and she serves me pizza. I actually would like something more healthy but eat it anyway. Meantime she tells me about a book she is reading and I recommend her some old Russian authors. She writes down one that talks about hunting but she wouldn't be interested.

I get in a bakery with only few coins but the bread is too expensive. The shop assistant offers to pay for me but I have some extra money in a hidden pocket. I then get an expensive loaf and she offers me a blueberry drink. It tastes strange and she tell me of the natural chemical inside.

I am walking to a beach with a nice girl with curly hairs. We both wish to be in a wider landscape up North even though it is colder. We actually reach a pub where she is going to meet a Nordic friend and I am about to leave when I remember that I still haven't taken a picture of her pretty face.

I am in a dark room talking to an old classmate and notice a small tattoo on each of his temples. He tells me that they are actually scars he got in Peru. He was withdrawing money there when two guys beat him from behind and asked all of his money.

I am in the school corridor listening to a black art student who just won a residency. He tells us of a former student who actually got the biggest prize. The latter is actually exhibiting there and we get a dish with free food. There are also some small kids in line and I start playing with them.

I am driving with my wife to our new place. She shows me how close it is from her parents place but it is down in a valley and it won't be possible to drive there in the winter. We actually reach a church but the service is already started and we stand looking at an old nun in the back swinging.

I am checking the website of my old university and find that they have a postgraduate program. I then click on the link and a big image appears. It shows the graduation ceremony inside a church crowded with people holding crosses. A shabby woman is coming from the altar with her diploma.

I wake up in the middle of the night and turn on the TV. There is a film of two men who come to a village where women ride horses naked. As one of the men rides behind a woman I masturbate but then hear that my stepfather is showering. It is actually light out and there has been a big flood. 

My mother is parking the car inside the garage but hits the electricity box. My stepfather checks it and then parks the car for her. She actually wants me to start bodybuilding but I explain that I am running instead. My stepfather says that it is the best training but I have to stretch every time.

I am going up to my room and find my students working hard on their assignment. I then go down to fetch my camera and find other students on the floor doing abdominals. One of them asks me to go out with him but it is already dark and as we try to cross a pub we get back to the entrance. 

I am walking with my best friend at night through an ancient capital. We actually reach a round square with a bronze sculpture in the middle. I then show to him how giant it is but it is not paying attention. I realize that he is looking instead at a glass building with expensive cars inside.

I am walking to my parents' place carrying a long plank on my shoulders. As I see my old neighbour I prepare to greet him but he reaches me before and hugs me warmly. He is now left alone after his wife died and his son has moved out. The latter actually lives with his family across the field.

I am driving a moped through a Chinese city but cannot find the way to the airport. I then ask a policeman and stop in a bar where I meet my parents. They have a GPS in their car and tells me to follow them but the moped is too slow and my sister shows me the highway on an actual map. 

I am with my Chinese boss in a Japanese station. We need a ticket and go to a small kiosk but they only sell Chinese newspapers. We then go to a bigger shop where they even sell bikes. I have a fist full of American money ready to pay but then realize that I shouldn't show him how rich I am. 

I am in my native village at night cleaning an old racing car by swinging a carpet against it. As I walk over a public field to my real car I realize that it is full of sand. I actually hear somebody talking on the phone about the weather and find that it is actually snow. It is cold but I jump in a pile.

I am with my wife and her old relatives preparing to go to the city. It is very gray outside and I start telling her about our next holiday with my relatives. She doesn't want to hear about it and I get very angry. Her big father is showering and I get in the bathroom to tell him about his daughter.

I get to work for a married couple in their house and the wife tells me to help her husband doing the dishes. It is late already but I start at once. She actually sends her husband away and wants to seat on my knees. We do that and wait for him but I get really excited and come in my pants.

A guy on a big pickup leaves me in my old American neighborhood. I then go with my bag to the house where I used to live but find it really changed. The Dominican landowner has removed part of the house and made a beautiful small garden in front of it.

I get to a market place and find the beautiful owner of a stand being harassed by some costumers. Her husband is actually on the opposite side but have issues with his laptop. I then go to him to see if I can help him and find that he is running a very nice screen saver showing his photographs.

I am with my stepfather going to a mass outside. There are allot of people and we keep it at the very end where Asian people are going to a Buddhist temple. Their mass starts and they sing and jump. Both my stepfather and I are much bored of our mass and start jumping with them instead.

I am thinking of an old friend I just met with his girlfriend on the beach. He just recently got a son with his former girlfriend and I haven't even asked him about it. They live far in the suburbs and I am also in an apartment surrounded by big roads. I am laying in the dark and really hate it.

I have friends at my parents' place and hear my stepfather complaining that is late at night. I then tell everyone to go but my native Colombian student remains. I then start calling him a fucking niger but he is too big for me and I go upstairs and tell my mom that I want to call the police.

I am discussing with my parents my plan of going to three different ski slopes. My stepfather tells me that the owner of the last one is a family friend and I don't have to pay for the ride. I then check the slope out and walk to the top but I see my sister coming down and notice that it is too icy.

I am driving to my parents-in-law with my wife. We actually come to a street with the boot down. We don't have the keys to pull it up and wait for someone to do it. A guy in another car looks at us suspiciously but then some other cars pass from the other side and I manage to drive through.

I am with my American professor and going to one end of the school. He stairs at my shoes and I show him how I can slide down. At the end of the corridor is my Norwegian colleague who just came back from Japan with his new bride. They give him a Russian note with a man looking like him. 

A fascist commander is walking with his troops at night. The terrain is muddy and the soldiers wants to stop but he gets them to build a ditch. They then follow the enemy's fire and come to a mountain where they position themselves. At day light they are actually attacked but from behind. 

I am with some guys on the street throwing glass balls at other guys. It is hard to find them back and we decide to go in a gym. Inside a field is marked with a red line and we discuss the rules but some big mattresses are standing on the way. I then push them to the side and they almost fall.

I am about to leave a café when I see that there is an old piano. I then play some notes with my right hand and wonder if anybody heard me. A pretty woman actually comes to the piano and starts playing beautifully. I can recognize the melody and notice that she uses only the left hand to play.

I am walking in a city at night and meet an old friend who is part of a gang. As I tell him that I was living in America he puts his cigarette in my pocket. I get angry and throw it but he gets much more angry and starts beating me in the eyes so that I can have his name written on them.

A captain is in a cellar checking the provisions. There is fresh bread but he prefers the hard one and moves to the dining room to have it with some tea. As he seats down he sees a Japanese with a long antenna hiding on the closet. The latter is a spy and escapes with his regiment's password. 

I am home at my parents that my stepfather shows me how my stepsister's boyfriend has painted the balcony brown. He really likes it and did the same inside but she doesn't. We all seat down and my mom starts talking to my American professor. Her English is good but she is getting old.

I am in a deserted city in Mexico and come to a temple of white new marble sticking out of a green house. I go in and find the pavements made of black and white photos. It is really inspiring and I want to write down the name of the church as a reference but it is too complicated to remember.

I am attending a lecture from my American professor and he tells us to correct a title of a book he just gave us to read. All students have a computer but I don't feel like to edit the name and keep on reading a book. It is actually animated and shows a guy entering the silver mouth of a monster.

I am walking with an old friend who keeps spinning on the side of a road. He tells me that he doesn't care about his future assignments and only takes them as they come. We actually reach a big round about and don't know how to go across. The pedestrian light is green one side and we cross.

I am in the art school corridor with all my things. I am about to do a performance and move them to the side. I then seat on the floor and start arranging a package of small pictures that my sister gave me. She actually had arranged some benches for the students but they are bored and leave.

I watch a documentary about the tallest mountain in Europe. There are actually persons on one side of it and they explain that it is easy to go up that way. Meantime the camera starts going higher and shows the actual top of the mountain where there is a cabin. The other side is very steep.

I run to a local train station and show the controller my ticket together with my sister's discount card. He then shows me that my train is actually leaving and I run after it with another controller from a city nearby my native village. It is snowing there but we end up in another village.

I get to the clinic of a big town. It is dark inside and the nurses tells me to lie down on a little bed. As I watch the tall condominiums out of the window I remember that I booked the appointment long ago because of my back. I actually have no more back pains but the doctor comes anyway. 

I am seating in a dark room drawing three characters. Two girls are seating in front of me and one is actually pointing a silver pistol against me. She doesn't want me to escape and I ask her to avoid pointing the gun right to my head. She then moves it and I rush out of the door but she shoots.

I am biking with my wife through the American countryside when we come to a mansion. She tells me that it is Canadian and I realize that we have been biking too much up north. I then try to find the way back but there is a main highway and I am confused about which side we came from.

I am in my Polish friend's house and he tells me how to get to the city with a cheap bus. His friend arrives and I go down to meet him. I have already seen him in a dream and we go up where he shows me a small robot. As I look at him climbing the furnitures I realize that he must be a Tartar. 

I am inside a big tent with some friends and see a German guy approaching. We are actually going to travel together to South Africa and I start packing my things. He asks me if my family is aware that I am leaving and I look for my wife downstairs but there is a big crowd and I can't tell her. 

My wife calls me to check on my application for a university job and I tell her that I have missed their call but I am now there. They actually have some of the applications hanging and I can tell that there are different scores. A secretary explains me that it is only for those writing about festivals.

I get in a restaurant and see that my aunt is seating in a long and empty table. I then meet my uncle who is paying the bill and he wishes that we could have eaten together. My other aunt is actually behind him and I go to greet her even though my other uncle who has cancer is also there.

I am at my stepfather's studio doing the dishes. He is talking to my cousin about a phone I have borrowed from him. I actually have a better phone and go to fetch it but my cousin dog is jumping on the sofa where my bag is. As I look at how rounded it is my cousin's family finally leaves with it.

I am in a library selecting a movie for my son but pick up a book and make a series of films fall down. I then choose them and go in a dark with my nephew to watch one. As we are about to start my son comes in with his mobile and asks me to start a film for him. It is the actually the same.  

I am done with my Chinese gymnastic and walk by my son's school. His teacher is outside and I tell her that I will come in an hour to pick him up. I then walk back home that the weather gets worst and is dark. I think of an old friend who got angry with me and get really angry myself.

I am standing by a pond that is very green and decide not to swim. I actually see that two girls have just been bathing on a wooden platform and go in myself. I should walk down a slide from there but there are even frogs and I decide not to bath at all.

I am with my son going home from a conference. It is getting late but I have a pair of skies. One guy has also skies and goes down to a park but I decide to go on the actual road that is also covered with snow. We go down really fast but soon the snow finishes and we start going on the asphalt.

I get in a restaurant that my relatives are already eating paellas. I then hear a Spanish guy telling them how he used to go out with his nine sons. There are actually some friends eating in the parking lot outside and I go out to ask if I can join them. I try to scream but they are up on a hill. 

I get in a print shop as soon as it opens but there are also other people. I am actually the first but the owner takes out a least where he has our booking references. I have booked early in the morning but most of the people did it at night. There are too many of them and I decide to leave.

I am in art school listening to the project of a Swedish girl. It is very boring and I go out but she follows me. I then tell her what I think but say that it might turn out okay if she actually realizes it also adding some irony like two of my Swedish students who are painting the outside all pink.

I am looking on-line for a train station to go home and end up in a big Austrian city. It is actually not so big and I zoom to a river where I once took a walk. It is very big and I turn to the point where I was. There are small coconuts growing there and I try one but there is a mini kangaroo inside.

I am at a supermarket with a shop assistant packing all my grocery. She makes it fit in only one bag but it is very expensive. I then pull out a check but she doesn't want it because it is my wife who signed it. I then leave her there with the bag and punch a box with pasta on my way out.    

I get in a hotel that I want to eat the buffet for free. I need to book at the reception but there is a big queue of other guests. There is actually a waiter in front of the restaurant and I go directly to him scribing down my room number so that it is unreadable. 

I am at a round about in the desert waiting with an old friend. I have a fancy woman jacket I got from my mother and wear it for fun. A white old car passes and the two guys inside thinks I am a transvestite and asks me to go in. I don't want to but they keep on coming back. 

I am attending a lecture and hold my old laptop on my knees to take notes. As I try to keep the lid up a girl starts presenting a project she did with marshmallows of different colors. My English supervisor warns her that the lecture is about to end and corrects her syllogism with racial colours.  

I am standing by a river with swallow waters watching a young family standing with the water to their knees. A fast boat approaches them and I realize that it is the police. They promptly interrogate them but they keep calm and point to a cabin on the opposite side where a sexy prostitute lives.

I am walking on the city with my wife and find a broken bottle. It has a nice logo and I pick it up but my old curator friend arrives. He starts walking with us and telling of his prestigious institution when I see another broken bottle. I wish to pick but realize that it is from the same bottle.

I am with two American guys out at night. One of them is actually from California and wants to go back there. We are standing at the border but he doesn't want to cross it. I then show him a tree where he could hide and he starts going but I realize that he is crippling.

I am standing out of the art school with a friend when an old classmate arrives. He gives us some American newspaper to read and I understand that they are for his exhibition. I then open one I have never heard of and find that the fourth and fifth page are actually a big review about it.

I wake up in the attic of an old wooden house. I look out of the window and feel good about some tall strawberry plants growing on the roof. I then look up to the ceiling but find that it is made with fake wood and I start feeling bad about living there.


